Abstract. We study the deformations of twisted harmonic maps f with respect to the representation ρ. After constructing a continuous "universal" twisted harmonic map, we give a construction of every first order deformation of f in terms of Hodge theory; we apply this result to the moduli space of reductive representations of a Kähler group, to show that the critical points of the energy functional E coincide with the monodromy representations of polarized complex variations of Hodge structure. We then proceed to second order deformations, where obstructions arise; we investigate the existence of such deformations, and give a method for constructing them, as well. Applying this to the energy functional as above, we prove (for every finitely presented group) that the energy functional is a potential for the Kähler form of the "Betti" moduli space; assuming furthermore that the group is Kähler, we study the eigenvalues of the Hessian of E at critical points.
Introduction
Harmonic maps have a long history which dates back at least to 1964, when Eells and Sampson [ES64] proved the existence of a harmonic representative in every homotopy class of maps between compact manifolds of appropriate curvature. Precise results about uniqueness and the variation of the energy have followed, in [Har67] and [Maz73] , respectively. It became evident that harmonic maps enjoy especially good properties if one supposes in addition the starting manifold X to be Kähler; this is resumed in the Siu-Sampson Bochner's formula, [Siu80, Sam86] , which implies that the harmonic map is in fact pluriharmonic.
While these concepts were perfectioned, Hitchin and Donaldson [Hit87, Don87] constructed the moduli space of Higgs bundles over a Riemann surface Σ and proved it to be homeomorphic to the moduli space of representations of (a central extension of) the fundamental group of Σ. Thanks to the existence theorem for twisted harmonic maps proved by Corlette [Cor88] , Simpson [Sim92, Sim94] was able to extend the results to higher dimensional projective manifolds X: The harmonic metric constructed by Corlette gives a homeomorphism between the moduli space M B pX, Gq of reductive representations of Γ " π 1 pX, x 0 q into G and the moduli space M Dol pX, Gq of G-Higgs bundles (which are assumed polystable and with some vanishing of the Chern classes). Our purpose in this paper is to study the infinitesimal behavior of the harmonic mapping with respect to the parameter ρ P HompΓ, Gq; we apply this analysis to the infinitesimal study of the energy functional, which is defined on M Dol pX, Gq as the squared L 2 -norm of the Higgs field θ, and has so far been used intensively to study the topology of the moduli spaces in the case of a Riemann surface Σ (cfr. [Hit87] , [BGPG06] and the references therein). Let M be a closed, orientable Riemannian manifold and Γ " π 1 pM, x 0 q; the manifold will be denoted by X if we further suppose it to be Kähler. Let G " GpRq be a reductive linear group, K ă G be maximal compact, and N " G{K. If ρ 0 : Γ Ñ G is a representation, we shall identify metrics on pV, Dq "`pMˆR r q{Γ, d( where d denotes the usual flat derivation) with ρ 0 -equivariant maps f :M Ñ N , whereM Ñ M is the universal cover. Then, df naturally identifies with a g-valued 1-form β, such that D " D can`β is the decomposition into metric and self-adjoint parts (cfr. Proposition 1.6). Recall that f is harmonic if and only if D can˚β " 0, and in this case, if M " X is Kähler, then β " θ`θ˚and pV, θq gives a Higgs bundle (with the holomorphic structure associated to the p1, 0q-part of D can ). We start by proving the existence of a continuous family of harmonic metrics, and the continuity of the energy functional (which, at reductive representations, where a harmonic metric f exists, is half the squared norm of df ). Fix a point x 0 PM . Then Corlette's theorem [Cor88] grants the existence of a well defined map
where Y Ď NˆHompΓ, Gq, such that H pn, ρ,¨q is the unique ρ-equivariant harmonic map with H pn, ρ,x 0 q " n. We then prove (cfr. Proposition 2.3) that Y is closed and H is a continuous map. Then, showing that the energy of a representation equals the energy of its semisimplification, we conclude that the energy functional is continuous on the whole of HompΓ, Gq (Proposition 2.5).
The local study we carry through goes as follows: There are natural definitions of infinitesimal deformations of a representation ρ 0 , induced by the group structures of T G " GpRrts{pt 2and J 2 G " GpRrts{pt 3 qq, which can be rephrased as 1-cocycles in group cohomology. Analogously, deformations of a map f :M Ñ N are naturally sections of the pull-back bundle f˚T N . We introduce the concepts of harmonic and equivariant deformations pv, wq (with respect to a deformation of the representation ρ 0 ) in Definitions 3.3, 3.6, 5.4 and 5.5. We investigate the existence of such deformations, aiming to give a way to construct them. This is completely done in the first order case, and we prove: Theorem A. Denote by c the 1-cocycle corresponding to a first order deformation of ρ 0 , and by tcu P H 1 pΓ, gq -H 1 pM, Adpρ 0the corresponding cohomology class (where Adpρ 0 q is the local system on M of fiber g). Let ω P H 1 pM, Adpρ 0be its harmonic representative. Take any F :M Ñ g such that dF " ω and that F pγxq " Ad ρ0pγq F pxq`cpγq and project it via the natural map Nˆg Ñ T N . Then, we obtain a first order deformation v, which is harmonic and pρ 0 , cq-equivariant; all such deformations are obtained in this way.
Thanks to this result, we are able to express the first variation of the energy at ρ 0 : Along the deformation determined by ω, it becomes (Proposition 4.2):
(1) BE t Btˇˇˇt"0 "
In his paper [Hit87] , Hitchin investigated the case of rank n degree d vector bundles on a Riemann surface M " Σ with pn, dq " 1. This forces the moduli space to be smooth and projective; he then proves the energy functional E to be a moment map for the S 1 -action t¨pE, θq " pE, tθq, which gives a matching between critical points of E and fixed points of the action (these are in turn the so-called "complex variations of Hodge structures", and their ubiquity makes them intensively studied -cfr. [Sim92] for a definition and proof of the ubiquity). Using (1), we can prove the following:
Theorem B. The critical points of E are exactly the representations induced by polarized complex variations of Hodge structure.
Here for critical points we mean those such that BEt Btˇt"0 " 0 along all directions c P Z 1 pΓ, gq; at smooth points, this coincides with the usual definition. Actually, the proof of Theorem B gives that the vanishing of the first derivative of the energy of pV, tθq in t " 1 is sufficient.
The study of second order deformation is made harder by the presence of obstructions. It is well known (see [GM87] ) that the obstruction for a first order deformation of ρ 0 to be extended to the second order lies in the cohomology class of rω, ωs, i.e. for unobstructed ω there must exist an Adpρ 0 q-valued 1-form ψ on M such that (2) dψ "´rω, ωs.
We have to ask such a ψ to satisfy one more equation in order to assure the existence of a deformation of the harmonic metric to the second order, but this actually grants a little more:
Theorem C. Suppose that G is a complex group. Fix a reductive representation ρ 0 : Γ Ñ G, a harmonic metric f :M Ñ G{K and a harmonic 1-form ω P H 1 pM, Adpρ 0such that trω, ωsu " 0 P H 2 pM, Adpρ 0 qq. Denote by pρ 0 , cq the first order deformation of ρ 0 this defines. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) There exists an Adpρ 0 q-valued 1-form ψ satisfying both (2) and d˚ψ " ř j rωpE j q˚, ωpE j qs, where tE j u is a local orthonormal frame and˚de-notes adjunction with respect to the harmonic metric; (2) The harmonic 1-form ω is a minimum of the L 2 -norm in its own orbit in H 1 pM, Adpρ 0under the adjoint action of H " Z G pImagepρ 0 qq; (3) There exists a map pF, F 2 q :M Ñ gˆg which is both equivariant and of harmonic type (cfr. Definitions 5.4, 5.5); (4) There exist two second order deformations pv, wq and pv 1 , w 1 q of f , both harmonic, one equivariant along (some second order extension of ) pρ 0 , cq and the other along pρ 0 , icq. Furthermore, any of the points above is true for every harmonic metric f if and only if H 0 pM, Adpρ 0 , cqq is a flat Rrts{pt 2 q-module (here, Adpρ 0 , cq " Adpρ 0`t cq is the adjoint local system with fiber g b Rrts{pt 2 q).
If any of the conditions of the theorem is satisfied, then every second order harmonic map is obtained by projection of pF, F 2 q, similarly to the first order picture. As in the first order case, we obtain a formula for the variation of the energy along deformations constructed by the means of the theorem:
where ω rpsx is the projection of ωx on the subspace rpsx of g consisting of selfadjoint elements.
Again, we want to make use of this result to prove the analog second order statements as those Hitchin proved on a Riemann surface. Namely, Hitchin [Hit87] proves the energy functional E to be a Kähler potential with respect to the complex structure given by M B pΣ, Gq, and also that it is a perfect Bott-Morse function. In [Hit92] , then, he gives a formula for the eigenvalues of the Hessian of E at a fixed point as a function of the eigenvalues of the infinitesimal generator of the action of S 1 which allow for example [BGPG03] and [GPGMiR13] to study the topology of M B pΣ, Gq for some classes of group G. In the lines of the former result, we prove:
Theorem D. Let G be a complex group. At the smooth points of M B pM, Gq, the energy functional E is a Kähler potential for the Betti complex structure on M B pM, Gq.
A similar plurisubharmonicity result for the energy functional on the Teichmüller space has been recently proved by Toledo (see [Tol12] ). This work has been the original source of our interest in the question.
In order to extend Hitchin's result regarding the eigenvalues of the Hessian of E (on a Kähler manifold X), we introduce the following notation, which is akin to that in e.g. [Hit87] : We set 9
A " pω rks q 2 and 9 Φ " pω rps q 1 (where α " α 1`α2 is the decomposition into p1, 0q and p0, 1q parts). Furthermore, at a point corresponding to a polarized variation of Hodge structure ρ 0 , for each ξ P g, the Lie algebra of G, write ξ " ř p ξ´p ,p for the decomposition according to the induced variation of Hodge structures of weight 0 onXˆg, so that the infinitesimal generator of the circle action acts on ξ´p ,p with weight ip.
Theorem E. Suppose that ρ 0 is induced by a polarized complex variation of Hodge structure. Then, with the above notations, the second derivative of the energy along a direction ω can be written as
Corollary. If we assume further that ω takes values in g 0 , then the expression simplifies in terms of the weight 1 pP, Qq Deligne-Hodge structure on H 1 pM, Adpρ 0as:
In particular, if ρ 0 is of Hermitian symmetric type, then the Hessian is semi-positive definite, and the vanishing directions are exactly those that remain complex variations of Hodge structure to the first order.
Organization of the paper. In Section 1, we introduce the notion of "polarized harmonic local systems" as local systems underlying harmonic bundles with a compatible involution. We prove a number of results about them, which will be needed in the following sections. Although we only apply such results in a specific class of examples (the pull-back of the "adjoint ones" on symmetric spaces), we state them in general. In Section 2 we construct the universal twisted harmonic mapping H , then prove its continuity and the one of the energy functional E.
The infinitesimal study begins in Section 3, where the concepts of first order deformations are introduced, and Theorem A is proved. These results are then applied in Section 4, in which we prove the formula for the first variation of the energy and use it to obtain Theorem B. In Section 5 we introduce all the necessary definitions regarding second order deformations, discuss the action of H on H 1 pM, Adpρ 0and relate it with the existence of a pair pF, F 2 q. This existence implies that of a second order deformations; in Example 5.13 we present some instances where a second order harmonic and equivariant deformation cannot exist. The best part of the section is devoted to the proof of Theorem C. Finally, in Section 6, we prove (3) which we then exploit to give proofs of Theorems D and E.
1. Polarized harmonic local systems Definition 1.1 ( [Sim92] ). Let M be a connected Riemannian manifold,M Ñ M its universal cover. A harmonic bundle is a real flat vector bundle pV, Dq of rank n with a metric h such that the associated map f :M Ñ GLpn, Rq{Opnq is harmonic.
Here, the map f is defined from h by choosing a base point x 0 P M and an isomorphism V -MˆΓ R n , with Γ " π 1 pM, x 0 q, so as to identify sections v, w with Γ-equivariant mapsM Ñ R n . Then let s :M Ñ G be such that:
where the scalar product x¨,¨y std is the standard scalar product on R n . Although the definition on s involves choices, the composition f :M s Ý Ñ G Ñ G{K is well defined, and its harmonicity is independent of the choices of x 0 and of the isomorphism. Definition 1.2. A (real, even) polarized harmonic local system (phls for short) is a triple pV, σ, Sq such that V is the local system of parallel sections of a flat bundle pV, Dq, σ : V Ñ V is an R-linear involution, S is a flat symmetric non-degenerate quadratic form, which is positive definite on the`1-eigenspace V`of σ and negative definite on the´1-eigenspace V´and such that the positive-definite metric defined by hpv, wq " S`v, σpwqm akes pV, Dq a harmonic bundle. Remark 1.3. In both definitions, one can define complex objects by considering hermitian quadratic forms, C-vector bundles, C-linear involutions, etc.; also, we can consider real odd polarized harmonic local systems by considering a symplectic form Q instead of a symmetric one (then it will induce a hermitian form on the complexification, hence, together with σ, a metric therein, which may be asked to be harmonic). In [Sim92] , only the complex setting is analyzed, hence the definitions are different from the ones above. In this section, we will always develop the theory for a real even phls, the straightforward adaptations to the remaining cases are left to the reader.
Given a real polarized harmonic local system, its complexification bears a corresponding complex structure; furthermore, tensor products and duals (hence, endomorphisms) are defined naturally. Definition 1.4 (Cfr. e.g. [BR90] ). Let N " G{K be a Riemannian symmetric space of the non-compact type, denote by g the Lie algebra of G, by k that of K and write g " k ' p for the symmetric decomposition. The Maurer-Cartan form
This 1-form gives an isomorphism at every point β N,n : T n N -rps n " Ad n ppq. The rest of this section is devoted to proving the following facts, which we regroup in a proposition: Proposition 1.6. Let pV, σ, Sq be a polarized harmonic local system on the flat bundle pV, Dq. Then:
(1) The pull-back of β toM coincides with the pull-back of β N through the metric f :M Ñ N " G{K, where G{K is any totally geodesic subspace of GLpn, Rq{Opnq in which f takes values. In particular, it satisfies the "Maurer-Cartan equation":
(2) The canonical connection D can commutes with σ, so that, for every section v of V, writing v`and v´for its projections on V`and V´, respectively,
In particular, since β excanges V`and V´,
(3) Let α be a V-valued 1-form. Suppose that M be compact and orientable. Then the codifferential d˚α may be computed (in terms of a local orthonormal frame tE j u of M ) as
(4) Let v be a section of V. Then the Laplacian ∆v " d˚dv can be computed in
∇ Ej vq and a local orthonormal frame tE j u as
the operator J will be called the Jacobi operator). Notation 1.7. In the following, we will fix a base point x 0 P M and an isomorphism V -MˆΓ R n , so that we also have a monodromy representation ρ : Γ " π 1 pM, x 0 q Ñ GLpn, Cq. The map f is then Γ-equivariant, where Γ acts on N through ρ. We shall denote by G 0 the Zariski closure of Imagepρq (G 0 is called the monodromy group); by Corlette's theorem [Cor88] , G 0 is reductive. Because of the same theorem, there is at least one harmonic metric f 0 :M Ñ G 0 {K 0 Ď GLpn, Rq{Opnq. We will always denote by s 0 :M Ñ G 0 one of its lifts. We denote by H " Z G pG 0 q the centralizer of G 0 in G. Then, by the uniqueness part of Corlette's theorem, if f :M Ñ G{K is any harmonic metric, f " h¨f 0 , for some h P H. Of course, changing the metric the phls structure changes accordingly (with obvious notations, S remains the same, but the involutions are related by V`" h¨V`0 ). Example 1.8. The main example we are interested in is the adjoint polarized harmonic local system. Let G be the group of real points of a reductive algebraic group, N " G{K the associated symmetric space, and consider V ad " Nˆg as a bundle on N , with the trivial flat connection. Put on it the following structure: Over a point n P N , the involution is the Cartan involution having as`1-eigenspace rks n " Ad n pkq and as´1-eigenspace rps n " Ad n ppq; writing g " g ss ' a for a decomposition into a semisimple ideal and the center, the metric on a is just any fixed positive definite metric while on g ss it is induced by taking as symmetric form S the Killing form. The resulting metric h corresponds to a harmonic map N ãÑ GLpgq{Opgqˆa p . This is in fact the totally geodesic embedding corresponding to the adjoint action G Ñ GLpgq. In this case, β " adpβ N q and the "canonical connection" corresponds, via ϑ T N , to the usual one (i.e. the Levi-Civita connection associated to any invariant metric on N ): This will follow from Proposition 1.6, as the Maurer-Cartan equation (5) and the Jacobi identity for dgla's imply, for ξ : N Ñ g,
Furthermore, if one writesD " D can´a dpβq, so that from (6) one has d˚α " tracepDαq, in this case the connectionD is flat, too. The main class of examples is constructed as follows: Taking any harmonic mapping to a symmetric space f :M Ñ N " G{K, we can pull-back the structure onM . If we start with a representation ρ : Γ " π 1 pM, x 0 q Ñ G and f is Γ-equivariant, we can quotient the structure to obtain a (real, even) phls onMˆΓ g Ñ M .
Example 1.9. The other main class of examples, when M " X is a compact Kähler manifold, is provided by variations of Hodge structure (VHS for short, see [Sim92] §4). The complex ones give complex phls, while the real ones give even or odd real phls depending on the parity of the weight. To this aim, one simply disregards the Hodge decomposition, only considering as (the complexification of) V`(resp. V´) the direct sum of V p,q for even (resp. odd) p. The harmonic metric, then, is induced by the period mapping. Lemma 1.10. Let pV, σ, Sq be a polarized local system and denote by g 0 the Lie algebra of G 0 . Consider the flat vector bundle W 0 "MˆΓg 0 . Then, the restrictions to W 0 of the two polarized local systems induced onMˆΓ gl n pRq by EndpVq and by f˚pV ad q coincide.
Proof. Since f and f 0 induce the same metric on W 0 , we can work with the latter. Write g 0 " À g i 'a 0 , with g i simple Lie algebras and a 0 abelian. A straightforward verification proves that the two metrics, one obtained by tensoring f with its dual metric and the other one by composing f with the adjoint action, coincide. Working with the metric f 0 , we can exploit the usual uniqueness argument for the Killing form to deduce that the flat symmetric forms, which we temporarily denote by S End and S Ad , coincide, up to some constant multiple, on each g i . This implies equality on each g i since both involutions have as`1-eigenspace a compact Lie algebra, but not as´1-eigenspace.
To prove points (1) and (2) of proposition 1.6, we introduce the connection D pb " D´f˚β N , which by equivariance of f and of β N descends to a connection on the bundle V Ñ M . We want to prove that
M pgq (the pull-back through s of the right Maurer-Cartan form θ r on G) and introduce another auxiliary connection
Notation 1.11. Let φ P A pM pgq be any g-valued p-form. We define φ rps as the composition of φ with the projection to the subbundle f˚rps ofMˆg. When necessary, we will write explicitly φ rps x to denote that both φ and rps are to be considered atx (i.e. the projection is to rpsx " Ad f pxq p). The form φ rks is defined analogously.
Lemma 1.12. We have f˚β N " α rps . Furthermore, D α v " s¨pDps´1vqq, and D α is a metric connection which commutes with σ.
Proof. The first assertion is a consequence of the identity θ rps r " p˚β N , where p : G Ñ G{K " N and θ rps r is the projection of θ r onto p˚rps, as in Notation 1.11. This identity comes from ϑ T N pθ r pXqq " p˚X for all X P T g G, which by equivariance can be proved only at g " e, where it is obvious. The expression for D α is a straightforward computation:
By virtue of this formula, to prove that D α respects σ is equivalent to prove that σ f " s´1˝σ˝s is flat, i.e. Dσ f " 0. To that aim, first reduce without loss of generality to s " s 0 . Then, by G 0 -invariance of S,
Since both S and the standard scalar product are flat, σ f must be, too. Finally, the fact that D α is metric is immediate computing dhpv, wq " dxs´1v, s´1wy std .
Lemma 1.13. Let V underlie a polarized harmonic local system pV, σ, Sq. Then the induced decomposition EndpVq " EndpVq`' EndpVq´coincides with the decomposition in anti-selfadjoint and selfadjoint endomorphisms, respectively.
Proof. On the subbundle W 0 this follows from Lemma 1.10 and (4), since W`0 " f0 rgl n pRq`s, and gl n pRq`' gl n pRq´is the decomposition of anti-symmetric and symmetric matrices. Now if for example A P EndpVq`, then as in Notation 1.7, h´1Ah P EndpVq`0 , and one reduces to the previous case. This implies that dβ´rβ, βs " d can β " d can pα rps q " 0, since all terms on the right hand side take values in rks.
The formula for the codifferential (point (3) of Proposition 1.6) follows easily from the formula for the codifferential of a metric connection (see [EL83] , (1.20)) and selfadjointness of β: Locally around a point, let tE j u be an orthonormal frame.
(here we have abused notation since E j is only locally defined; it is to be meant that one integrates the function that is given locally around every point in such a way). The formula for d˚follows.
To obtain the formula for the Laplacian (point (4) of Proposition 1.6), a straightforward computation using (6) and the functoriality of D can with respect to tensor products and duals gives:
We claim that the vanishing of the last term is equivalent to f being harmonic: Indeed, recall that a map f :M Ñ N is harmonic if and only if its tension field
∇ is the pull-back of the Levi-Civita connection on N and E j is an orthonormal frame ofM . Now Example 1.8 implies that
can ∇˝β N , so that, since β N is injective and β N˝d f is the pull-back of β toM , f is harmonic if and only if ř j can ∇ Ej βpE j q " 0. Finally, point (5) of Proposition 1.6 is an integration by parts: Taking a v P V , and denoting by v`its projection on V`, it suffices to prove that Dpv`q " 0. By (7), since Dv " 0, we have:
Now both terms are non-negative, hence they must vanish. But since D can pv`q " D can pvq`and β¨pv`q " pβ¨vq´, these quantities must vanish, as well, and so must their sum Dpv`q. This concludes the proof of Proposition 1.6.
Let us now introduce the main object to which our techniques will be applied in the next sections. Recall that if Γ is a finitely generated group and G an algebraic group, one has the representation space RpΓ, Gq " HompΓ, Gq. This is actually an algebraic variety (a subvariety of G r , where r is the cardinality of a set of generators of Γ); the group G acts on it by conjugation, and one can construct the moduli space of representations as the GIT quotient MpΓ, Gq " RpΓ, Gq{{G. When Γ " π 1 pM, x 0 q this goes under the name of the "Betti" moduli space (cfr. [Sim94] §6), M B pM, Gq. We can define the "energy functional" E : RpΓ, Gq Ñ R by: (8)
This is actually invariant under the conjugation action, so it descends to a functional on M B pM, Gq. We conclude the section by analyzing two special cases for M .
Example 1.14. If M " S 1 , then harmonic mappings fromM are geodesics. Letting g " ρp1q, the existence of g-equivariant geodesics (i.e. elements realizing the minimum in (8)) is then equivalent to g being semisimple. One can see easily that in this case the energy is simply the square of the "translation length" (see [BH99] ):
(the ě inequality is given by Cauchy-Schwarz, the other one is an approximation argument starting by considering the unique geodesic arc connecting y and g¨y).
The proof of this fact also implies that the infimum in (9) exists if, and only if, g is semisimple (this fact is true in a much more general setting, see e.g. [Par11] ).
Example 1.15. Suppose that M " X is a Kähler manifold. Then, there is a correspondence between harmonic bundles and some polystable Higgs bundles ([Sim92], Theorem 1), which in our notations is as follows: The Higgs bundle pV, θq is such that β " θ`θ˚is the decomposition into p1, 0q and p0, 1q parts, and the holomorphic structure pV,Bq is given by d can " B`B. Furthermore, for harmonic bundles (hence, for phls), we have the generalized Kähler identities (see [Sim92] ). Two main consequences we will be interested in are that a form is harmonic if and only if it is a zero of
, and that the pull-back of a harmonic V-valued 1-form is again harmonic. If we suppose further that X be a smooth projective variety, then this correspondence gives a homeomorphism of moduli spaces between M B pX, Gq and M Dol pX, Gq, which is the moduli space of appropriate Higgs bundles; on the latter, the energy functional is the L 2 -norm of θ, hence it is continuous. In Section 2 we will prove E to be continuous on the whole of R B pM, Gq for every Riemannian manifold M .
The universal twisted harmonic map
Definition 2.1. Fix a base point x 0 of M , and letx 0 PM be a preimage. Let Γ " π 1 pM, x 0 q and denote by Y the subset of NˆRpΓ, Gq given by the points pn, ρq such that there exists a ρ-equivariant harmonic map f satisfying f px 0 q " n. Define H : YˆM Ñ N the universal map obtained by gluing the (unique) maps above, so that H pn, ρ,¨q is ρ-equivariant, harmonic and H pn, ρ,x 0 q " n. By Corlette's theorem [Cor88] , the projection of Y on the second coordinate is RpΓ, Gq ss , the set of reductive (also called semisimple) representations. Since harmonic maps all have the same energy and are minimizers (of the expression in (8) defining E), for ρ in RpΓ, Gq ss we have Epρq " EpH pn, ρ,¨qq, for any pn, ρq P Y .
Lemma 2.2. Let ρ t : Γ Ñ G be a smooth family of representations, for t in some smooth parameter space T Q 0, and f :M Ñ N a ρ 0 -equivariant map. Then we can always find a smooth family f t :M Ñ N of ρ t -equivariant maps such that f 0 " f . In particular, the energy functional is upper semi-continuous on the whole of RpΓ, Gq.
Proof. Maps f t correspond to metrics on the family of bundles V t "Mˆρ t R n . These bundles are trivialized over common open subsets tU u, chosen independently of t; fix a family of local trivializations ϕ Proof. Start from a converging sequence Y Q pn t , ρ t q Ñ pn 8 , ρ 8 q, and fix f t :M Ñ N , which are ρ t -equivariant and such that f t px 0 q " n t . By Lemma 2.2, the energy of tf t u is bounded. We can apply [Lin99] , Theorem A and Section 5, to deduce that on any compact subset K ĎM the restrictions f t | K are Lipschitz maps, with a uniform Lipschitz constant L. Together with the convergence of f t px 0 q, we obtain a uniform bound for f t on K. We can then apply the W 2,p -estimates (cfr. [GT77] , Theorem 9.11) to the semi-linear second order elliptic equation of the harmonic maps (cfr. [ES64] , (5)), to get a uniform bound on the W 2,p -norm of f t . A "bootstrap" argument then gives uniform bounds in every W k,p -norm. Then, Sobolev embedding and Arzelà-Ascoli theorem give a subsequence converging in C 2 to some limit smooth map f 8 . This is automatically ρ 8 -invariant, and satisfies f 8 px 0 q " n 8 ; furthermore, it must satisfy the harmonic map equation, hence it is harmonic, and pn 8 , ρ 8 q P Y . Indeed, by uniqueness of such an harmonic map, the whole sequence f t converges to f 8 ; this allows us to conclude that H is continuous.
Recall that, given any representation ρ : Γ Ñ G, there is a "semisimplification" ρ ss : Γ Ñ G defined as the graded associated to any composition series. Slightly abusing terms, we will call semisimplification of ρ any point in the unique closed orbit inside the closure of the orbit G¨ρ for the action of G on RpΓ, Gq by conjugation.
Lemma 2.4. Let ρ : Γ Ñ G be any representation. Then Epρq " Epρ ss q.
Proof. First remark that, thanks to the proof of Corlette's theorem [Cor88] , we can construct a family f n of ρ-equivariant maps such that Epf n q converges to Epρq and also the L p -norms of the first two derivatives of f n are bounded. Indeed, start by any minimizing sequencef n , and denotef n t the metric constructed via the heat flow starting fromf n . In Corlette's notations, if we call Φ n t the moment map associated tof n t (i.e. its tension field), we have }Φ n t } L 8 tÑ8 Ý ÝÝ Ñ 0; thanks to the estimates in Corlette's paper, the W 1,p norm of β n t " pdf n t¨pf n t q´1q rps (in his notations: θ n t ) are, for t " tpnq big enough, bounded by a constant depending only on Epf n t q, hence by a constant, since bothf n and the heat flow are energy-decreasing. Defining f n "f n tpnq gives the desired sequence. Secondly, let g n be such that f n px 0 q " g n K, and defineρ n " g´1 n ρg n . We want to prove thatρ n subconverges to someρ 8 . By properness of G Ñ G{K, it suffices to prove thatρ n pγqK remains at bounded distance from eK for all γ P Γ. This follows from the Lipschitz estimates onf n (coming from those on f n ), since:
Lastly, we want to prove thatρ 8 " ρ ss and that Epρq " Epρ 8 q. It is clear that ρ 8 is in the closure of the orbit of ρ. Furthermore, arguing as in Proposition 2.3, f n converges in W 1,p to somef 8 , which is at least C 1 . In fact, it is harmonic, since it minimizes the energy: This follows from Epf n q " Epf n q nÑ8 ÝÝÝÑ Epf 8 q, together with the following chain of inequalities (here we use also Lemma 2.2 for the second inequality):
Remark that this also shows that Epρq " Epρ 8 q, which concludes the proof.
Proposition 2.5. The energy functional is continuous on the whole of RpΓ, Gq.
Proof. Let ρ t Ñ ρ 8 be a converging sequence. Firstly, if we assume that ρ t and ρ 8 are semisimple and that there exist a converging family n t Ñ n 8 such that pn t , ρ t q P Y we can conclude at once by the proof of Proposition 2.3, since W 1,2 -convergence implies convergence of the energies.
Secondly, suppose only that ρ t and ρ 8 are semisimple, and let n 8 be such that pn 8 , ρ 8 q P Y . Then there are g t P G such thatρ t " g t ρ t g´1 t verify pn 8 ,ρ 8 q P Y . Proceeding as in Lemma 2.4, a subsequence of this converges to someρ 8 , which is semisimple. Thusρ 8 is conjugated to ρ 8 , since the quotient of semisimple representations by conjugation is a Hausdorff space. Then Epρ t q Ñ Epρ 8 q follows from the first point.
Now proceed to the general case. Without loss of generality, we may suppose G " GLpn, Cq. Denote by ρ 
Here, T G is given the group structure induced by GpRrts{pt 2 qq, where G " GpRq. Explicitly (see [BS72] ), we can write elements of T G as pairs pg, ξq with g P G and ξ P g, with the product structure pg, ξq¨ph, ηq " pgh, ξ`Ad g ηq. Then we have ρ p1q t " pρ 0 , cq with c a 1-cocycle of the adjoint representation, i.e. c : Γ Ñ g satisfies cpγηq " cpγq`Ad ρ0pγq cpηq.
Again, starting from a family ρ t of representations, we obtain its first order deformation by defining cpγq " Bρtpγq Btˇt"0 ρ 0 pγq´1. We are interested in the following problem: Given a harmonic, ρ 0 -equivariant map f :M Ñ N and a first order deformation ρ p1q t of ρ 0 , can we describe first order deformations which remain "harmonic" and "ρ p1q t -equivariant" to the first order? We first have to define such terms, introducing in passing auxiliary functions F :M Ñ g. Definition 3.3. A first order deformation v of f is ρ p1q t -equivariant if, and only if, it is for the action of T G on T N as in [BS72] . Explicitly, this writes 
Remark that we can extend the definition of J in (7) to general function ξ simply
Definition 3.9. A function F :M Ñ g is called "of harmonic type" if JpF q " 0.
Then, defining v " ϑ T N pf, F q we can map functions of harmonic type to harmonic first order deformations: If JpF q " 0,
since J respects the decompositionMˆg " rks ' rps " V`' V´.
Notation 3.10. Let f be a ρ 0 -equivariant harmonic map, ρ p1q t a first order deformation of ρ 0 . We denote by ω P H 1 pM, Adpρ 0the harmonic 1-form representing the 1-cohomology class given by tcu P H 1 pΓ, gq -H 1 pM, Adpρ 0 qq. Keeping the same notation as in 1.7, denote by h the Lie algebra of H, and remark that h " H 0 pM, Adpρ 0is the space of global sections of Adpρ 0 q; hence by point (5) of Proposition 1.6, it splits as a direct sum which we denote h " h k ' h p , since h`" h k " h X k and h´" h p " h X p.
The main result about first order deformations is then the following:
Theorem 3.11. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold, G an algebraic reductive group, G " GpRq the Lie group of its real points, ρ p1q t " pρ 0 , cq : π 1 pM q Ñ G a first-order deformation of ρ 0 and f :M Ñ N a harmonic and ρ 0 -equivariant map. Then the set of ρ p1q t -equivariant F such that dF " ω is non-empty; in fact, it is an affine space over h, and every harmonic first order deformation v is constructed as ϑ T N pf, F q. More precisely, the map:
ω is harmonic and F pγxq " Ad ρ0pγq F pxq`cpγq
* is affine and surjective, and corresponds to the linear projection on the associated vector spaces:
Remark that, since the isomorphism H 1 pM, Adpρ 0-H 1 pΓ, gq is induced by integration, if F is of harmonic type and ρ p1q t -equivariant then ş γx0 x0 dF " cpγqδ pF px 0 qqpγq, where δ denotes the codifferential of group cohomology, hence necessarily dF " ω. The fact that ρ p1q t -equivariant primitives F of ω exist, and that they form an affine space over h is a consequence of the following lemma:
Lemma 3.12. Let V be a fixed vector space of finite dimension, and τ : Γ Ñ GLpV q a representation. Denote by V the associated local system and let φ P Z 1 pM, Vq be a closed 1-form (which we think of as a τ -equivariant closed 1-form onM ); let z P Z 1 pΓ, V q be a 1-cocycle such that the cohomology classes of φ and z correspond through the isomorphism H 1 pM, Vq -H 1 pΓ, V q. Then the set (10)
is an affine space over V Γ " H 0 pM, Vq.
Proof. Taking any F such that φ " dF , by equivariance the 1-cocycle z F defined by z F pγq " F pγxq´τ pγq¨F pxq is independent ofx. By hypothesis, the cocycle γ Þ Ñ ş γx0 x0 φ " F pγx 0 q´F px 0 q is cohomologous to z; but it is also cohomologous to z F , since:
F pγx 0 q´F px 0 q " z F pγq`τ pγq¨F px 0 q´F px 0 q " z F pγq`δ`F px 0 q˘pγq. Now if dF " dF " φ, the difference between F andF is a fixed element v P V , and the difference between z F and zF is the coboundary δpvq. Hence we can find one F such that z F " z (that is, which is ρ p1q t -equivariant) and the difference of any two such choices must be Γ-invariant, as claimed.
Proof of theorem 3.11. The lemma gives the first part, hence the existence of at least one harmonic ρ p1q t -equivariant first order deformation v. To conclude the proof, we only need to show that the difference of any two such deformations v, v 1 is in h p . Equivariance implies that ξ " β N pv´v 1 q is Adpρ 0 q-equivariant; harmonicity implies Jpξq " 0. Since J " d˚d, an integration by parts gives dpξq " 0. Hence, ξ P h. On the other hand, both β N pvq and β N pv 1 q are sections of rps, so ξ P h p , as claimed. Conversely, adding an element of h p to β N pvq gives another harmonic ρ p1q t -equivariant first-order deformation, hence the space of such deformations is affine over h p (and non-empty by the existence of F above), as claimed.
Remark 3.13. One can easily prove that if X, X 1 are Kähler manifolds and ϕ : X 1 Ñ X is holomorphic, then the construction of theorem 3.11 is functorial under pullback by ϕ (i.e. the surjective arrow fits in a square diagram with ϕ˚as vertical arrows). The only non-trivial part are harmonicity of f˝ϕ, which is classic (see [ABC`96] , chapter VI and [Lou99] ) and of ϕ˚ω (cfr. Example 1.15).
Example 3.14. We see readily that when G " C˚is abelian, one gets back the usual abelian cohomology and harmonic functions. In this case D " D can is metric, and a representation ρ 0 : Γ Ñ C˚decomposes into a real and a unitary factor. The logarithm of the former gives a 1-cohomology class on M , whose harmonic representative may be integrated to give a harmonic map f :M Ñ N -R. Then J " ∆ is the usual Laplace-Beltrami operator (up to a sign), hence functions F of harmonic type are just harmonic complex functions; the projection ϑ T N of theorem 3.11 simply consists in taking the real part.
C-VHS as critical points of the energy
Let f and ρ p1q t be as above, and v a ρ Now the metric is Γ-equivariant, hence the first summand reduces to xD can β N pvq,βyx, which is exactly the value of x N ∇v, df y atx. The second summand vanishes, because D can cpγq rps "´rβ, cpγq rks s, whose scalar product withβ equals the scalar product of cpγq rks with tracerβ,βs " 0. Thus we can define:
Definition 4.1. Let v be a ρ p1q t -equivariant first order deformation of f . We define the energy of pf, vq as
It is easy to see that when f t is ρ t -equivariant, the two definitions for
Proposition 4.2. Let v be a harmonic and ρ p1q t -equivariant deformation of f . Then, keeping the notations in 3.10, we have BEpf, vq Btˇˇˇt"0 "
Proof. By Theorem 3.11, we have F rps " β N pvq, for some ρ
Now the second summand vanishes since tracerβ,βs " 0, as above. By orthogonality of rps and rks, then, the first one equals xD can F rps , βy, which is what we wanted.
Example 4.3. When M " X is a Kähler manifold, the expression is independent of the chosen metric in its Kähler class. Denoting by Ω the Kähler form in the notations of Example 1.15, we can write the first variation of the energy as:
(since˚β " pθ˚´θq^Ω n´1 takes values in the anti-selfadjoint part of g b C). To prove the closeness of tracepω^pθ˚´θqq, one simply observes that dω " 0 and dθ " dpθ˚q " rθ, θ˚s.
From now on, let M " X be a Kähler manifold. We want to analyze the critical points of the energy functional on the representation space RpΓ, Gq. We start by two easy examples:
Example 4.4. When G " C˚, the formula of Proposition 4.2 is essentially trivial, at least for smooth families of harmonic functions f t , since then ω " Bβt Btˇt"0 (in this case, β t " d logpf t q). Furthermore, when M " X is smooth projective, the Dolbeault moduli space splits as M Dol pX, C˚q " Pic 0 pXq ' H 0 pX, Ω 1 X q, so that the C˚-action (see [Sim92] , §4) defined by t¨pV, θq " pV, tθq has as only fixed points those with θ " 0. These points are also the global minima of the energy EpV, θq " }θ} 2 , which are actually the only critical points. So, in this case, critical points, global minima and C-VHS are synonymous.
Example 4.5. When X " Σ is a Riemann surface of genus g ě 2, the energy functional has be intensively studied starting with [Hit87] . In that case, it is a moment map for the circle action, hence the (smooth) critical points are exactly those induced by a C-VHS. Remark that this implies the same for general smooth projective X (with very ample metric): The energy can be expressed as EpV, θq " ş X tracepθ^θ˚q^Ω n´1 , and the cohomology class determined by Ω n´1 can be taken as that of a smooth curve which is the complete intersection of n´1 hyperplane sections. Then Simpson ([Sim92] , §1) proves the functoriality with respect to pullbacks of the Higgs bundle associated to a representation and (loc. cit., §4) of the fixed points of the C˚-action with respect to restrictions to a complete intersection, thus we can reduce to the case of curves.
Recall that when ρ 0 is induced by a C-VHS, there is a harmonic map f 0 :X Ñ G 0 {K 0 induced by the period mapping Φ 0 :X Ñ G 0 {V 0 . Suppose that f :X Ñ G{K is induced by this map (after some totally geodesic embedding G 0 {K 0 Ď G{K). Denote by g C " g b C the complexification of g. Then, the vector bundlẽ Xˆg C has a Hodge decomposition of weight 0,Xˆg C " À p rg´p ,p s. Denote by γ the infinitesimal generator of the circle action, that is a section of the subbundle rv 0 s ĎXˆg (here v 0 Ď k 0 is the Lie algebra of V 0 ). It is determined by:
Definition 4.6. A point ρ P M B pX, Gq is a critical point of the energy if ş X xω, βydVol " 0 for every ω P H 1 pX, Adpρ 0 qq.
Remark that the choice of the harmonic metric is inconsistent. Also, if tρu is a critical point, then the vanishing holds for every ω P H 1 pX, Adpρ 0 q b Cq, since g and ig are orthogonal, and more generally for every ω P H 1 pX,gq, where g Ăg is a Lie subalgebra. Finally, note that if tρu is a smooth point, then this definition coincides with the usual notion of critical point.
Theorem 4.7. A point of the moduli space M B pX, Gq is a critical point of the energy functional if, and only if, it is induced by a complex variation of Hodge structure. Using the Higgs bundle notation, this is actually equivalent to the unique vanishing:
BEpV,tθq Btˇt"1 " 0. Proof. For the "if" part, let ρ 0 be induced by a C-VHS, and give Adpρ 0 q the metric induced by the period mapping. Any tangent direction to tρ 0 u can be lifted to a ρ p1q t , hence giving rise to a harmonic 1-form ω. Remark that since θ P A 1,0 prg´1 ,1 sq and θ˚P A 0,1 prg 1,´1 sq, (12) implies
Thanks to Proposition 4.2, we can then compute the variation of the energy along that direction:
For the "only if" part, consider the variation of the energy with respect to the C˚-action. Actually, we will work with the action of R ą0 only, since the energy is invariant under the circle action; so take the family of Higgs bundles pV, tθq for t P p1´ε, 1`εq. The first order of this family corresponds to an element of the first cohomology group of the complex pA ‚ pVq, D 2 q; clearly, this element is represented by θ itself. Hence, the harmonic 1-form to which it corresponds (cfr. [Sim92] , Lemma 2.2) is ω " θ`D 2 η, for some η P C 8 pVq. We obtain:
where x¨,¨y C denotes the Hermitian extension of x¨,¨y, so that the harmonic metric oñ Xˆg C is its real part. Now ş X xω, θy C " }ω} 2 L 2 , since the harmonicity of ω implies ş xω, D 2 ηydVol " 0; also, ş xBη, θ˚y " 0, through an integration by parts, Stokes theorem and the identity Bθ˚" 0. Hence, ω " 0. This implies θ "´D 2 η "´rθ, ηs. Consider the 1-parameter group of automorphisms of V defined by g t " expptηq; then Ad gt pηq " e´tθ. Thus, g t : pV, θq -pV, e t θq, hence ρ 0 is induced by a C-VHS. The last statement follows immediately. Through the canonical connection, this description is equivalent to taking a section of the second jet bundle J 2 N , which is a homogeneous space acted upon by the group J 2 G " GpRrts{pt 3 qq, that is in bijection with Gˆgˆg and whose group structure is, under this "right trivialization r", (cfr. [Ber08] , §23):
pg, ξ, µq¨ph, η, νq "´gh, ξ`Ad g pηq, µ`Ad g pνq`rξ, Ad g pηqs¯.
Definition 5.2. A second order deformation ρ p2q t of ρ 0 (resp. of ρ p1q t ) is a representation ρ p2q t : Γ Ñ J 2 G projecting to ρ 0 (resp. to ρ p1q t ).
Through the above trivialization, we can write ρ p2q t " pρ 0 , c, kq. Then one observes that ρ p2q t is a deformation of ρ p1q t " pρ 0 , cq if and only if k : Γ Ñ g makes the pair pc, kq a 1-cocycle for the adjoint action of Γ on g b Rrts{pt 2 q, that is, pc`tkqpγηq " cpγq`tkpγq`γ¨pcpηq`tkpηqq, where (16) γ¨pξ`tµq " Ad ρ0pγq pξq`t´Ad ρ0pγq pµq`"cpγq, Ad ρ0pγq pξq ‰¯.
Lemma 5.3. Keeping the same notations as in 1.11, define a map ϑ J 2 N : Nˆgĝ Ñ T NˆN T N by ϑ J 2 N pn, ξ, µq "´v " ϑ T N pn, ξq, w " ϑ T N`n , µ`rξ rks , ξ rps s˘T hen the following diagram commutes:
Proof. Starting from a nptq " J 2 π N˝r´1 pg, ξ, µq, and recalling that the canonical connection is given by D can " D´rβ,¨s, its image in T NˆN T N is pv, wq where by definition β N pvq " ξ rps and β N pwq is the projection to rps of µ´rβp B Bt q, ξs " µ´rβ N pvq, ξs. In turn, this equals µ´rξ rps , ξ rks s, which is the same as above.
To define equivariant deformations (which are maps formM to T NˆN T N ), either one follows the diagram of Lemma 5.3 to identify actions, or one works out the formulas on the right hand side of the diagram only by considering a smooth family f t :M Ñ N of ρ t -equivariant maps and then checks that they match trough ϑ J 2 N ; either way involves some computations. We limit ourselves to giving the resulting formulas; the details can be found in [Spi13] , §5.8. 
‰¯.
A function pF,
t -equivariant and F 2 pγxq " Ad ρ0pγq F 2 pxq`"cpγq, Ad ρ0pγq F pxq ‰`k pγq.
Definition 5.5. A second order deformation pv, wq of f is harmonic if J pvq " 0 and, in terms of a local orthonormal frame tE j u,
Fix ω as in Notation 3.10; then we define two operators D 2 : A pM pgˆgq Ñ A p`1 M pgĝ q and D 2,˚: A 1M pgˆgq Ñ A 0M pgˆgq and functions of harmonic type pF, F 2 q by:
where ω˚ denotes contraction by the adjoint ω˚" ω rps´ωrks of ω: In terms of a local orthonormal frame tE j u and forα P A 1M pgq,
Remark 5.6. The operator D 2 actually defines a flat connection onMˆgˆg. The contraction ω˚ is defined so that for every V-valued 1-form α and every section ξ of V, we have xrω, ξs, αy " xξ, ω˚ αy.
The proof that if f t is a family of harmonic maps then defining pv, wq as in (14) gives a harmonic second order deformation follows the same lines as Lemma 3.5, covariantly differentiating the expression found for D Bt τ pf t q and using the local symmetry condition N ∇pR N q " 0 whenever needed.
Lemma 5.7. Let pF, F 2 q :M Ñ gˆg be ρ p2q t -equivariant and of harmonic type. Then defining pv, wq " ϑ J 2 N pF, F 2 q gives a ρ p2q t -equivariant and harmonic second order deformation of f .
Proof. The proof that equivariance conditions match is tedious but straightforward (it is more agile to prove that β N pwq has the same kind of equivariance as F rps 2r F rks , F rps s; for details, we refer to [Spi13] , §5.2). To prove that pv, wq is harmonic, first observe that our hypotheses force dF " ω. Then, harmonic type condition gives the following expression for JpF 2 q:
Writing ω " D can F`rβ, F s, and substituting everywhere in (17), one gets
Recalling that Jpξq "´tracepDdξq and that JpF q " 0, we obtain:
Adding the two expressions together one obtains exactly
5.2. Construction of F 2 . From now on, we are given a second order deformation ρ p2q t of ρ 0 and a harmonic and ρ 0 -equivariant f :M Ñ N , and we try to construct a second order deformation of f . By lemma 5.7, it is enough to construct a pF, F 2 q both ρ p2q t -equivariant and of harmonic type. Remark that the centralizer H (cfr. Notation 1.7) acts on H 1 pM, Adpρ 0by conjugation. This action preserves the subspace of harmonic 1-forms: Indeed, if ω is harmonic and h P H X K it is easy to see that Ad h pωq is still harmonic (after reducing from f to f 0 , h P K becomes unitary). To conclude, since H " H˝¨pH X Kq, we need only to prove that the adjoint action of h preserves harmonic forms, i.e. that for every ξ P h the 1-form rω, ξs is still harmonic. This follows as in the proof of point (5) of Proposition 1.6, since ξ is both D can -closed and satisfies rβ, ξs " 0.
Denote by Adpρ p1q t q the local system given by the adjoint action of Γ on g b Rrts{pt 2 q, as in (16). Then we have an exact sequence of sheaves:
Lemma 5.8. In the long exact sequence associated to (18), the image of the map
Proof. The condition for ξ`tµ to be a global section of Adpρ p1q t q is that ξ P h and Ad ρ0pγq µ " µ´rcpγq, ξs. This last condition can be rewritten as rc, ξs " δpµq, where δ denotes the coboundary in group cohomology. This means exactly ξ P h 1 .
Suppose we already have pF, F 2 q that is both ρ p2q t -equivariant and of harmonic type. Then we can define a 1-form ψ " ψpF,
By flatness of D 2 and harmonic type condition we obtain equations for ψ:
dψ "´rω, ωs;
Thus the existence of a solution to (19) is a necessary condition for the existence of pF, F 2 q as above. We shall prove that it is also sufficient (cfr. Proposition 5.10). First of all, we investigate on uniqueness:
Lemma 5.9. Let pF, F 2 q be ρ 2 q "`F`ξ, F 2`r F, ξs`η˘, where ξ, η are in h. Conversely, every such expression gives a ρ p2q t -equivariant function of harmonic type. In particular, the 1-form ψ " ψpF, F 2 q is unique if and only if h " h 1 .
Proof. One checks readily that pF 1 , F 1 2 q defined as in (20) is both equivariant and of harmonic type (for the latter, one finds that ψpF 1 , F 1 2 q " ψpF, F 2 q`2rω, ξs and uses that rω, ξs is harmonic). Theorem 3.11 states that necessarily F 1 " F`ξ for some ξ P h. One then reduces to F " F 1 , in which case F 2´F 1 2 :M Ñ g becomes a pρ 0 , kq-equivariant map of harmonic type, and one applies again the same theorem. Then, the condition for uniqueness of ψ is that for every ξ P h, rω, ξs " 0, i.e., h " h 1 .
Now we investigate the existence of a solution to (19). It is well known (cfr. [GM88] , §4.4) that the condition for rω, ωs to be null in cohomology is implied by the representation ρ p1q t extending to the second order to some ρ p2q t . Thus, under our hypotheses, we can always find at least a solution to the first equation of (19). Also remark that by the Hodge theorem on Riemannian manifolds the self-adjoint operator J determines an orthogonal splitting
since h " kerpdq " kerpd˚dq. Furthermore, this splitting is compatible with projections to rps and rks, by point (5) of Proposition 1.6. We can now prove the main result about the existence of pF, F 2 q:
Proposition 5.10. The following are equivalent:
(1) The system of equations (19) admits a solution; (2) The section ω˚ ω P C 8 pVq is orthogonal to h; (3) The harmonic 1-form ω is a critical point for the L 2 -norm in its H-orbit;
(4) There is a pair pF, F 2 q which is both ρ p2q t -equivariant and of harmonic type; (5) Every F :M Ñ g both ρ p1q t -equivariant and of harmonic type extends to a pF, F 2 q as in point (4).
Proof. Let ξ be in h. Then, if ψ is a solution to (19), xω˚ ω, ξy "´xψ, dξy " 0, hence (1) ùñ (2). Furthermore, since xω˚ ω, ξy "´1 2 B Bt }Ad expptξq pωq}ˇˇt "0 , we have (2) ðñ (3). The implication (4) ùñ (1) is the definition, and (4) ðñ (5) is Lemma 5.9. We are left with proving that (2) implies (4). Start from an F 0 :M Ñ g that is both ρ 
(such an η exists because´ω˚ ω P h K " ImagepJq by hypothesis). Then ψ satisfies (19), and letting ω 2 " ω 0 2`d η, again ω`tω 2 is an Adpρ p1q t q-equivariant, closed 1-form that represents c`tk. We apply lemma 3.12 with this 1-form as φ and τ " ρ p1q t , to construct a F`tF 2 :M Ñ g b Rrts{pt 2 q. This pair pF, F 2 q is then
t -equivariant and of harmonic type.
Remark that by the usual theory of moment maps (cfr. [Kir84] , Part 1), when G is a complex group, defining the moment map µpωqpξq "´i 2 ş M xrξ, ωs, ωydVol for ξ P h k , we find that point (3) can be strengthened to "ω is a minimum of the L 2 -norm". Such a minimum exists if and only if ω is a polystable point of the action.
5.3. Existence of w. We have discussed the existence of an equivariant pair pF, F 2 q of harmonic type, since its existence would imply the existence of a harmonic and equivariant second order deformation w. Now we investigate the existence of w directly. For the sake of brevity, we introduce the following terminology (the reason of which will become clear in Proposition 5.12). We claim that the existence of these objects only depends on f and ρ p1q t only (i.e. not on the chosen ρ p2q t nor on the first order deformation of f ). That the existence of F 2 is independent on the F chosen, is lemma 5.9. The fact that the existence of w depends on ρ p1q t only has a similar proof: If ρ p2q t andρ p2q t are two second order deformations of ρ p1q t , then the equations for the corresponding w andw are such that w´w is a pρ 0 ,k´kq-equivariant first order deformation, hence we apply theorem 3.11. Now fix ρ p2q t , and suppose that there exists a second order deformation pv, wq of f . Let v 1 be any other ρ p1q t -equivariant harmonic first order deformation of f . Then there exists a ξ P h such that v " ϑ T N pf, F q and v 1 " ϑ T N pf, F`ξq. One checks easily that
t -equivariant harmonic second order deformation. This concludes the proof that Definition 5.11 is well posed.
In the following, suppose that G is a complex algebraic group. Recall that in this case multiplication by i anticommutes with adjunction, since irks " rps. Then we have:
Proposition 5.12. Let G be a complex group and consider the two first order deformations of ρ 0 given by ρ p1q t " pρ 0 , cq andρ t " pρ 0 , ic,´kq is one ofρ p1q t , and if pF, F 2 q are what we seek for the former, then pF ,F 2 q " piF,´F 2´η q are for the latter, for any η such that Jpηq " 2ω˚ ω.
To prove that if f is deformable along both directions then it is C-deformable, suppose that pv, wq are defined along ρ p2q t and pṽ,wq alongρ p2q t (defined as above). A long but straightforward computation, then, proves that defininǵ
So far, we do not know of any example of a deformable f which is not Cdeformable. There are, however, plenty of obstructed (i.e. not deformable) first order deformations:
Example 5.13. Consider the trivial representation ρ 0 : Γ Ñ SLpn, Rq and a second order deformation ρ p2q t such that c and k are strictly upper triangular. The metrics f :M Ñ N " SLpn, Rq{Opnq are constant maps, hence β " 0 and the canonical connection is just flat differentiation. A short computation proves that d˚is independent of the chosen metric and ∆ " d˚d is (up to sign) the usual Laplace-Beltrami operator on M . Thus harmonic first and second order deformations β N pvq, β N pwq are just matrices with harmonic functions as entries. If f , f 1 " g¨f are two metrics, with g P G, ones sees easily that multiplying by g sends pρ 0 , c, kq-equivariant and harmonic deformations of f to pρ 0 , Ad g pcq, Ad g pkqqequivariant and harmonic deformations of f 1 , so we can suppose f " eK; in this way, β N pvq and β N pwq are symmetric matrices. Writing down explicitly the equivariance conditions, we obtain, for example for the first component w 11 of w:
where λ ij pγq are the components of cpγq and F ij is the pi, jq-th component of the upper triangular matrix F with dF " ω (whose symmetrization is β N pvq). However, one sees readily that this is the same kind of equivariance as that of 1 2 ř n i"1 F i p¨q 2 , which is subharmonic. Thus the difference 1 2
11 is a subharmonic function defined on M , which is compact, hence constant. It follows that 1 2 ř n i"1 F i p¨q 2 is harmonic, as well, which forces it to be constant and all of the λ 1j 's to vanish. Proceeding inductively on the other diagonal members w jj , one eventually finds out that, unless c " 0, no ρ p2q t -equivariant harmonic second order deformation can exist.
Clearly, the same proof works with SLpn, Cq in place of SLpn, Rq, but in any of these examples if f is not deformable along pρ 0 , cq then it is not along pρ 0 , icq as well. Some other example has to be investigated in order to find a deformable non C-deformable f .
5.4.
Conclusions. To conclude, we collect the main results in the following theorem, and then we investigate the conditions on ρ p1q t for which every ρ 0 -equivariant metric is deformable to the second order.
Theorem 5.14. Let ρ p2q t " pρ 0 , c, kq be a second order deformation of ρ 0 , and f a harmonic metric. If one of the equivalent conditions in proposition 5.10 holds, then the map
t -equivariant and harmonic
s surjective, and in fact every ρ p1q t -equivariant and harmonic first order deformation pf, vq extends to a second order ρ p2q t -equivariant and harmonic pf, v, wq. When G is a complex algebraic group, the condition above is equivalent to the existence of two harmonic and equivariant second order deformations, one along pρ 0 , cq and the other along pρ 0 , icq. In this case, up to changing f to h´1f , for some h P H, the condition can be satisfied if and only if the orbit H¨ω is closed in H 1 pM, Adpρ 0 qq.
Proposition 5.15. Let G be a complex algebraic group and ρ p1q t a first order deformation of ρ 0 . Then the following conditions are equivalent to every ρ 0 -equivariant f :M Ñ N being C-deformable along ρ p1q t :
(1) The Rrts{pt 2 q-module H 0`M , Adpρ p1q t q˘is flat; (2) There is an exact sequence in cohomology:
i.e. h " h 1 (otherwise said, the orbit H¨ω Ď H 1 pM, Adpρ 0is discrete).
Proof. We start by proving that (1) ðñ (2). The only non trivial ideal of A " Rrts{pt 2 q is ptq, so writing M " H 0 pM, Adpρ p1q t qq, flatness is equivalent to the injectivity of ptq b A M Ñ M, that is, to the proposition:
Now t b tη " 0 in ptq b A M if and only if η P M, while tη P M is equivalent to η P h. Thus flatness is equivalent to h Ď M, as wanted. Then, if we assume point (2), that is, h " h 1 , we have rω, ξs " 0 for all ξ P h, hence xω, rω, ξsy " 0. Thus ω˚ ω K h, and Proposition 5.10 implies C-deformability.
To prove the converse (namely that flatness is also necessary for the C-deformability of every metric), we make use of the theory of moment maps. By hypothesis, ω must be a critical point for every metric; since the metrics are of the form h¨f 0 , for a fixed f 0 and h P H, this is tantamount to saying that Ad h pωq must be critical in the norm induced by f 0 for every h, that is, that the orbit has constant L 2 -norm. But the minimal locus is also a pH X Kq-orbit, hence we get H " pH X Kq¨H 1 , where H 1 is the subgroup of H fixing ω (its Lie algebra is thus h 1 ); at the level of Lie algebras, h " h k`h1 . Furthermore, we know that h 1 " ph 1 X h k q ' ph 1 X h p q is a reductive and complex Lie algebra. By elementary linear algebra, these facts together imply that h " h 1 .
The second variation of the energy functional
Let ρ p2q t be a second order variation of ρ 0 , and suppose that pv, wq is a ρ p2q tequivariant second order deformation of f . Remark that, given a local orthonormal frame tE j u, the expression
is Γ-invariant. The proof follows the same lines as for (11) (for details, see [Spi13] , Lemma 6.1.2).
Definition 6.1. The energy of a ρ p2q t -equivariant second order deformation pf, v, wq is defined as:
Again, one sees directly that when pv, wq are induced by a smooth family f t , this coincides up to the second order with Epf t q. Applying β N to every term in (21), we find the alternative expression for the second order:
Proposition 6.2. Let ρ p2q t be a second order deformation of ρ 0 , and suppose that pv, wq is a second order deformation of f induced by a ρ p2q t -equivariant pF, F 2 q of harmonic type as in Theorem 5.14. Set ψ " ψpF, F 2 q; then, the second order of the energy Epf, v, wq may be written as:
Proof. Recall that, using Notation 1.11, the relation between pv, wq and pF, F 2 q is:
Thus, comparing (22) Substituting this expression into (25), and writing ω " D can F`rβ, F s in terms of F rks and F rps gives the result (remark also that xrβ, F 2 s,βy " 0 as in the proof of Proposition 4.2).
When M " pX, Ωq is a Kähler manifold the expression in (23) is independent of the metric chosen in its Kähler class, as it follows from the next lemma (which also gives a different proof for the analogous statement for the first order).
Lemma 6.3. Let α 1 , α 2 be two g-valued 1-forms on a compact Kähler manifold pX, Ωq, and suppose that at least one of them takes values in the subbundle rps. Then their L 2 product (26)
is independent of the metric chosen in the Kähler class Ω.
Proof. Without loss of generality, both α 1 and α 2 take values in rps. Hence α 2 " ϕ`ϕ˚, where ϕ is the p1, 0q-part of α 2 . We get˚α 2 " pϕ˚´ϕq^Ω n´1 . Thus, up to some constant, (26) is ş X tracepα 1^p ϕ´ϕ˚qq^Ω n´1 . We are only left to prove that tracepα 1^p ϕ´ϕ˚qq is a closed 2-form. Now ϕ´ϕ˚takes values in rk C s " rk ' ips, the anti-selfadjoint part of g b C. Then, by orthogonality:
trace´d`α 1^p ϕ´ϕ˚q˘¯" trace´"β, α 1 s^pϕ´ϕ˚q¯´trace´α 1^" β, ϕ´ϕ˚‰¯.
Combining the cyclic symmetry of the trace with the basic symmetry for every two 1-forms rα 1 , α 2 s " rα 2 , α 1 s, this expression vanishes. Vol.
6.1. Plurisubharmonicity of the energy.
Definition 6.5. When G is a complex group, the Betti complex structure on the tangent space Z 1 pΓ, gq to the representation space RpΓ, Gq at ρ 0 is defined, for every 1-cocycle c, by J B pcq " ic. The metric on the same tangent space is given by the L 2 scalar product of the corresponding harmonic representatives in H 1 pM, Adpρ 0 qq.
Theorem 6.6. Let G be a complex group. The energy functional is a Kähler potential for the Kähler structure on the moduli space M B pM, Gq. In particular, the energy functional is plurisubharmonic on the smooth points of M B pM, Gq, and thus defines a plurisubharmonic function on the normalization of the moduli space.
Proof. For the consequence on the normalization, see the argument in [FN80] , section 3. Let B Bx P T ρ0 HompΓ, Gq be a tangent direction to the representation space, and define as usual In the same notation we have used so far, this reduces our proof to showing that, for every harmonic map f deformable both along By Theorem 5.14, f is C-deformable, hence pv, wq " ϑ J 2 N pF, F 2 q for some pF, F 2 q. As in the proof of Proposition 5.12, if η is such that Jpηq " 2ω˚ ω, then the pair pF 1 , F 1 2 q " piF,´F 2´η q induces the deformation along pρ 0 , icq. The corresponding 1-form is ψpF 1 , F since d˚β " 0 is one way to express the harmonicity of f .
Remark 6.7. It is a well-known consequence of Uhlenbeck's compactness theorem that the energy functional is proper on M B pM, Gq (see, for example, [DDW98] , Proposition 2.1); this fact, combined with Theorem 6.6, gives another proof that M B pM, Gq is Stein.
6.2. Positivity of the Hessian of the energy. Recall that Hitchin [Hit87] constructed the moduli space of solutions to the self-duality equations on a Riemann surface Σ as the quotient of the infinite dimensional affine space AˆΩ 0,1 , where A is the space of flat connections on a principal bundle P (modeled on A 1,0 pΣ, adpP q b Cq) and Ω 0,1 " A 0,1 pΣ, adpP q b Cq. Tangent vectors to the moduli Corollary 6.12. Let ρ 0 be induced by a C-VHS, and denote by G 0 its real Zariski closure. If ρ 0 is of Hermitian type, then the Hessian is semipositive definite along M B pX, G 0 q. The directions along which it vanishes are exactly those which are C-VHS to the first order.
Proof. By Corollary 6.9, since the Hodge structure on g has only weights˘1 and 0, the second variation is 4 ş X }pω 1 q 1,´1 } 2 dVol. Now ωpB j q " B j F`rθpB j q, F s, the second summand of which must take values in rg´1
,1 s ' rg 0,0 s, hence it plays no role in }pω 1 q 1,´1 } 2 . Thus
" BF rps P A 1,0`r g´1 ,1 s˘.
Lemma 6.13. Let ρ p2q t be a second order deformation of a representation ρ 0 , supposed to be induced by a C-VHS. Let f be induced by the period mapping, as above, and suppose that it is C-deformable along ρ p1q t . Then, the second variation of the energy reads 
" ż xΛrω, ωs, γy.
Proof of Theorem 6.8. Denote as usual by G 0 the monodromy group, and denote by G C 0 its complex Zariski closure. By hypothesis, ρ 0 being induced by a C-VHS means that there is a faithful linear representation G C 0 ãÑ GLpr, Cq such that the resulting vector bundle V " pXˆC r q{Γ supports a C-VHS; we give EndpVq " pXˆgl n pCqq{Γ the induced C-VHS structure of weight 0. Then we know that G 0 is the intersection of G C 0 with the subgroup U pp,of GLpr, Cq respecting the polarization (this is essentially the content of a theorem by Karpelevich and Mostow, [Kar53, Mos55] ), and that if we set k u " u X À p"0 g´p ,p and p u " u X À p"1 g´p ,p we obtain a Cartan decomposition for u. We define k " k u ' ip u and p " p u ' ik u for the induced Cartan decomposition of g. Then since f takes values in G 0 {K 0 , every two out of the four terms of the decomposition g " k u ' p u ' ik u ' ip u are orthogonal with respect to the metric onXˆg. This is twice the real part of the Hermitian extension x¨,¨y C of the metric x¨,¨y induced on u by f . Taking an adequate faithful representation, then, we can suppose without loss of generality that g " gl r pCq.
Fix a local orthonormal frame on X of the form t ω´B Bx j¯" ξ 1`i ξ 2 ; ω´B By j¯" η 1`i η 2 , ξ 1 , ξ 2 , η 1 , η 2 P u.
Remark 6.14. Avoiding technical complications, the same ideas in this proof can be used directly to prove Corollary 6.9 for variations inside g 0 only; the resulting computations simplify significantly (cfr. [Spi13] , Proposition 6.3.4).
